Midstate Security

1) We have a couple more questions about the drawings provided. From the “Visitation fiber &
wiring summary” document we count 50 wired visitation locations. On the Video Visitation
location drawing we count only 22. Where are the other 28 stations?
Answer: The “visitation fiber & wiring summary” unit counts should not be used. There are
more wired locations than currently being used however only 34 operational and installed.
There are 12 in the lobby and 22 in the jail.

2) Also, what are the room numbers of the closets J, B, D Main MDF? So we can correctly identify
the data closets on the drawings?
Answer:

Closet B is room D141. The number units served by this location is 5
Closet J is room 133. The number of units served by this location is 17
Closet D is room B266. The number of units served by this location is 12
Computer room is the Sheriff data center
Note: Closet D, room B266 is not reflected on your drawing.

Renovo

1) Section III Scope of Work, page 12 – Where it states “Point- by- point response. Please respond
to each of the requirements stated within Section III with one of the following: Accept, Deny,
or Exception.” Can Washtenaw County please provide definition to these terms? i.e. Does
“Accept” mean that the system proposed already currently performs the required
specification? Or, does “Accept” mean that the system proposed with some additional
development work will perform the required specification? It seems that there should be two
levels of “Accept” – Accept no development required and Accept with development – and any
cost with that development should be stated.
Or does “Accept” mean system meets specification “as is”, and Exception means the system can
meet the specification with development?
Answer:

-Accept is defined a system capability that meets the requested requirement.
-Deny is defined as a capability the system does not have.
-Exception is defined as a system capability which meets some portion of the
requirement or performs the function differently.

2) Section VII Pricing – 7.1 System Pricing – Option 3: Does this pricing to be quoted completely
remove all data storage requirements (all system functionality specification items referring to
data storage) or just the data storage hardware required?

If this is only eliminating hardware, does Washtenaw County want data storage server minimum
specifications to be provided which meet the required specification?
Answer: Removal of data storage hardware only not the requirements. The response
specifications you reference are to be supplied under Section 4.3 in which you see a request for
data storage design and any server specifications to support the system.

3) Section VII Pricing – 7.1 System Pricing – Option 4: Does this pricing to be quoted completely
remove all data storage requirements (all system functionality specification items referring to
data storage) or just the data storage hardware required?
Does Washtenaw County want bidders to provide minimum system server specifications
required to meet the specifications?
If this is only eliminating hardware, does Washtenaw County want data storage server minimum
specifications to be provided which meet the required specification?
Answer: Removal of data storage hardware only not the requirements. The response
specifications you reference are to be supplied under Section 4.3 in which you see a request for
data storage design and any server specifications to support the system.

